
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL BAYERN 

EIN BLICK NACH BAYERN / A GLANCE AT BAVARIA 

EIN BLICK AUF ROTHENBURG OB DER TAUBER 
(A LOOK AT THE TOWN OF ROTHENBURG ABOVE THE TAUBER RIVER) 

Rathaus (town hall) 

The Market Place is truly dominated by the impressive Renaissance 
facade of the Rathaus with its Baroque arcade. Behind this we see the 
Gothic part of the building with its 60 metre (Approx. 120 ft) high gable. 
In the year 1240, the Gothic building was burned down only to be rebuilt 
ten years later, but not completed until the end of the 14th century. What 
it looked like then can be seen from a contemporary painting on the back 
of the 'Zwolfbotenalter' or Altar of the Twelve Apostles in the church of 
St. Jakob. Once more, the front part of the building fell victim to fire in 
1501. In the six years between 1572 and 1578 and under the direction of 
the Rothenburg stonemason and sculptor , Leonhard Weidmann, this 
magnificent Renaissance building was then erected and incorporated into 
what was left of the rest of the Gothic building, so that today we see an 
amalgam of the two. The arcade was placed there somewhat later in 
1681. Those responsible for the building well knew how to harmoniously 
combine three differ~l architectural style~,_Thus, for example, the 
strongly emphasized horizontal lines characteristic of German Renaiss
ance architecture are interrupted by the frontal tower and the three
storeyed corner bay window recalling the 'soaring' effects of typical 
Gothic architectural style . 

• 
The Town Hall (Rathhaus, lit. 'House of Council') 

____ __, 

Town Hall. Nearest to us is the Renaissance building (16th century) and 
dovetailed to it, the Gothic section dating from the 13th century with its 
Baroque arcades below facing the square. The tower is approximately 
120 ft. high. 


